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S-Blocks: Lightweight and Trusted Virtual
Security Function with SGX
Juan Wang, Shirong Hao, Hongxin Hu, Bo Zhao, Hongda Li, Wenhui Zhang, Jun Xu, Peng Liu and Jing Ma
Abstract—Despite the advantages of scalability and flexibility, Security Function Virtualization (SFV) raises concerns about its own
security. To enhance the security of SFV, a promising approach is to run critical components of off-the-shelf security software inside
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) enclaves. This idea, however, is hardly practical due to the difficulty of detaching components from
the monolithic security function and the unacceptable cost of executing them inside enclaves. In this paper, we propose S-Blocks, an
architecture to modularize virtual security functions (VSFs) and protect crucial modules with SGX in an efficient manner. S-Blocks
decomposes VSFs into trusted and untrusted modules and provides dedicated APIs systematically. Only crucial VSF modules are
hardened with enclaves. Furthermore, aiming at addressing state consistency and secure migration issues of security function scaling,
we design a fine-grained state synchronization and migration mechanism to ensure loss-free, order-preserving, and state security for
VSFs. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we prototype S-Blocks using Fast-Click on a real Skylake platform and
implement three critical types of virtual security functions based on the S-Blocks architecture. Our evaluation results show that
S-Blocks only imposes a manageable performance overhead, and low latency and resource consumption when protecting VSFs.
Index Terms—Security Virtual Function, Virtual Security Function, Software Guard Extensions, Intrusion Detection System.
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I NTRODUCTION

S

ECURITY functions are of vital importance to an enterprise network. Traditional security functions are built in
hardware boxes. These hardware boxes are protected with
isolated and closed hardware devices. They have their own
CPU, memory, I/O, and OS. Currently, Security Function
Virtualization (SFV) [73] provides a promising way to
implement security functions in software, while deploying
the security functions on high-volume standard servers and
executing them as virtual instances instead of proprietary
hardware. SFV can not only reduce both Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operating Expenditures (OPEX), but
also speed up software-oriented network innovation so as
to bring new security services. Most importantly, it enables
network operators and service providers to use virtual
instances to easily add or remove security functions, which
greatly improves flexibility and scalability. Recently, more
and more companies are coming to embrace SFV so as to
adapt to increasingly complex network environments and
IT virtualization.
Despite many benefits, SFV faces some serious security issues. The first critical threat is that virtual security
functions (VSFs) lack strong isolated protection provided
by proprietary hardware because VSFs are executed in a
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shared and open environment with same priviliage of other
functions [9], [21]. For example, a virtual Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) is usually deployed as a virtual instance on a
standard server. It shares CPU, memory, I/O and host OS
with other virtual instances, which incurs a larger attack
surface. To better secure VSFs, one should provide VSFs
with isolation protection similar to dedicated hardware
boxes. Most important of all is protection for network states
and security policies of VSFs. Network states and security
policies are stored in network sensitive data formats (e.g. IP,
ports number and communication state, etc.). Leaving these
sensitive data in an untrusted environment can cause fatal
damage to networks. This threat often occurs in VSFs scaling
scenarios. When processing capability of a VSF instance
reaches a bottleneck or some traffic needs to be processed
separately, programmers and administration operators start
new virtual instance and migrate current states to the new
instance. In this way, they achieve dynamic scaling. During
the scaling, if the new virtual security instance lacks the
required detection states and obtains forged states. It may
misidentify some attacks as non-attacks.
Existing virtualization techniques enable elastic security [41], [74]. They consider a virtual network function
as a monolithic piece of software executing in a virtual
machine or container. However, this monolithic design has
its own limitations. First, it is difficult to customize a security function if it is provisioned as a monolith. However, security function customization is critical in terms of
resource efficiency for advanced network attack defense.
Second, the monolithic design of VSFs makes it difficult to
create a new VSF agilely. However, our modular design of
VSFs decomposes a VSF to several relatively independent
elements, which make smaller chained security functions
reusable. It is also quick and flexible to create a new VSF
based on the existing tiny security functions. Third, pro-
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tecting monolithic VSFs in run-time with Software Guard
Extensions (SGX) has an intractable problem, which could
result in a large performance overhead. Taking Snort [65]
as an example, we divide Snort code into security-sensitive
modules and none security-sensitive modules, and only
execute security-sensitive modules in a SGX enclave. The
performance overhead of executing security-sensitive Snort
modules in the SGX enclave is about 10 times higher than
executing them without SGX protection [62]. Such an overhead is mainly introduced by (1) memory encryption and
decryption of SGX, and (2) ECall and OCall transition in
the enclave. Moreover, we have found that it is impractical
to protect security policies and their enforcing procedure in
Snort, since the policy processing of Snort almost penetrates
all operating procedures and modules of Snort. Hence, if
we intend to protect the security policies and network
states in Snort, almost all modules of Snort need to be
executed in the SGX enclave. This could cause unacceptable performance overhead. Furthermore, previous research
studies [29], [34], [35], [45], [60] focus on the protection of
general virtual network functions. They couldn’t consider
the trusted protection of policies and processing states of
those policies. For example, in previous work, a virtual
machine migration mechanism [13], [43] is adopted for
virtual instance scaling. However, such a mechanism can
only perform coarse-grained state migration, which may
cause the missing detection of some attacks. Besides, those
approaches mainly make use of shared and unencrypted
buffers, which may leak sensitive network data, for state
migration. Therefore, our design goal is to enable a modular
architecture for virtual security functions, and protect their
code, states and policies using SGX, while achieving lower
performance overhead.
To address these issues, we propose S-Blocks, a novel,
lightweight and trusted VSF architecture based on SGX.
S-Blocks leverages a modular and microservice-oriented
architecture to design VSFs. It decomposes modules of VSFs
to trusted elements and untrusted elements, and provides
proprietary APIs. This makes it easy to build a new security
function and put its critical modules and elements into an
enclave with low performance overhead. Moreover, aiming
at addressing state consistency and secure migration issue of
virtual security function scaling, we present a fine-grained
state synchronization and migration mechanism to ensure
loss-free, order-preserving and state security for VSFs. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we prototype S-Blocks using Fast-Click on real Skylake platform.
We design and implement three types of VSFs, including
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) detection and defense,
firewall and Intrusion Detection System (IDS).
To our knowledge, S-Blocks is the first practical work
that achieve chain-able Click-based security functions while
protects their code, state, policy with SGX. S-Blocks achieves
a reasonable performance overhead. In this work, we make
the following contributions.
•

We propose S-Blocks, a novel lightweight and trusted
VSF architecture based on SGX. It protects code, policies, and sensitive states of VSFs. It provides isolated
and trusted box similar to the dedicated hardware.
S-Blocks provides the modular design and achieves
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•

•

better trade-off between performance and security.
We propose a fine-grained state synchronization
scheme to address the issue of secure state synchronization for VSFs. It considers a data flow as
a processing unit to synchronize different types of
flow states. It achieves loss-free and order-preserving
at a smaller granularity. Furthermore, we leverage
SGX remote attestation mechanism to protect internal sensitive states during the scaling and migration
of VSFs. We also design and implement the state
synchronization scheme and provide corresponding
APIs.
We evaluate function and performance of S-Blocks
using three types of virtual security functions as use
cases. We design and implement the DDoS detection
and defense function, firewall and IDS. We validate
them based on real Sky-lake platform. Our evaluation results show that S-Blocks introduces a manageable performance overhead while providing security
functions with trusted protection. S-Blocks is opensource and is available at https://github.com/SBlocks-impl/S-Blocks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present background. Section 3 gives an illustration of
our threat model and S-Blocks overview. Section 4 presents
our detailed design. We describe the implementation of SBlocks in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the evaluation of
S-Blocks . Section 7 introduces the related work. Discussion
and future work are presented in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe background of Security Function
Virtualization and Intel SGX.
2.1

SFV

Security Function Virtualization (SFV) [5], [32], [73] is an
emerging architecture that migrates security functions from
dedicated hardware appliances to software. It makes security functions easily execute in commodity computers
or cloud. Traditional network security functions consist of
proprietary hardware boxes, usually including Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) to perform specific security tasks (e.g. IDS). These security devices are often
costly and cannot be customized. In addition to this, traditional network security devices can hardly provide scalable
defense adapted with attack traffic volume. For example,
when DDoS traffic volume grows, a DDoS detection and
defense function should also increase its processing power
accordingly.
2.2

Intel SGX

Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [14] technology is
a set of Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) extensions for the
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). It is released as part
of Skylake processor architecture. It contains two sets of
extended instruction sets, SGX1 and SGX2. SGX1 allows applications to instantiate a protected container called enclave.
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The enclave is a protected area of the application’s address
space. Even with malicious privileged software, SGX can
guarantee confidentiality and integrity of program code and
data in the enclave. SGX1 can prevent any unauthorized
programs, even privileged ones, from accessing an enclave
that does not belong to them. SGX2 provides greater flexibility for resource management and thread management
during enclave operation, such as adding memory after
enclave creation, and adding threads. However, SGX2 is not
available on off-the-shelf commodity computers.
Enclave Page Cache (EPC) is a trusted memory area,
currently restricted to 128M. It is encrypted and protected by
a memory encryption engine (MEE). Processor uses Enclave
Page Cache Map (EPCM) to track the metadata of EPC.
This structure can only be accessed by CPU. The MEE executes memory encryption and decryption while writing and
reading the EPC. When the EPC is insufficient, the rarely
used EPC pages will be swapped to untrusted DRAM pages
outside Processor Reserved Memory (PRM) range by using
a secure paging mechanism. It incurs very high performance
overhead due to memory encryption and decryption and
translation look-aside buffer (TLB) flush during swapping
EPC pages. Hence, the code and data put in enclaves should
be minimized.
The code executing in an enclave is prohibited by system
calls (i.e. ECall and OCall). The fundamental reason is that
code in the enclave runs in user mode, and these user
mode code should go through ECall to evoke kernel mode
functions. OCall is just the opposite, which is used when the
code in the enclave needs to call the external untrusted code.
The enclave needs to perform security checks during ECall
and OCall. This brings large overhead cost. Although SGX
has been optimized in this respect, the overhead still cannot
be avoided in most cases. Therefore, it requires limiting the
number of ECalls and OCalls when separating program and
putting the trusted part into an enclave.
SGX remote attestation is a mechanism by which a third
party validates that an application is executing in enclave
on the Intel SGX enabled platform. The remote attestation
process requires the attestation service provided by the Intel
Attestation Server (IAS). IAS is responsible for providing
a public critical certificate that verifies the report by the
authentication platform. The services provided by using IAS
need to be registered with Intel and provide certificates obtained from Intel-approved certificate authorities. For testing purposes, the Independent Software Vendor (ISV) may
use a self-signed certificate generated using OpenSSL [52]
instead of one signed by an authority. After the registration is passed, the public critical certificate of the Service
Provider ID (SPID) and the verification report is obtained.

3

Fig. 1. Overview of S-Blocks.

that exist during the dynamic scaling of virtual security
functions. Virtual security functions are usually deployed
as virtual instances, hence they suffer security threats from
virtualization platform. For instance, the vulnerable privileged entities, such as VMM, OS and cloud administrators,
often have access to memory and virtual instances so that
they may leak sensitive data of virtual security functions.
Meanwhile, other vulnerable virtual security instances may
also obtain private data due to weak isolation mechanism of
cloud platforms.
Therefore, our threat model assumes that only CPU
and the code executing in enclave are trusted. Privileged
software (i.e. operating systems, hypervisor and BIOS) is
untrusted because they may be vulnerable and exploited
by attackers. Attackers also can launch physical attacks on
memory and I/O devices. Side channel attacks [12], [23],
[68], such as time-based side channel and cache-based side
channel attacks, on SGX are beyond the scope of this paper.
S-Blocks can be compromised if the code in the enclaves
contains software vulnerabilities and is subject to controlled
side channel attacks [72]. Recently, a number of approaches
have been presented to solve and mitigate those attacks [11],
[15], [27], [63], [64]. Solutions to preventing SGX side attacks
are orthogonal to our contribution.
3.2

3

OVERVIEW

In this section, threat model and system architecture is
briefly explained.
3.1

Threat Model

In this paper, we aim at building an isolated box for virtual
security functions and protecting their internal states and
policies. In addition, we also focus on the security issues

System Architecture

Our goal is to design a lightweight and trusted execution
environment for virtual security functions based on SGX.
Lightweight refers to that the system has a small overhead
and minimal modules for a specific security requirement.
Our architecture supports extensible and stackable security
functions.
Aiming at this goal, we propose S-Blocks, a lightweight
and trusted virtual security function architecture. S-Blocks
has three advantages. First, the modular architecture of
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S-Blocks allows developers to quickly build new virtual
security function by using the basic and stackable elements.
It is easy to put critical modules and elements into an
enclave without decoupling a security function while only
imposing a little performance overhead. Second, S-Blocks
provides the approach of fine-grained state consistency and
secure migration. It can securely process packets in flow
context so as to support VSFs working on L2-L6 traffic and
enable dynamic and trusted VSFs scaling. Finally, S-Blocks
provides trusted protection for the policy of virtual security
functions.
Fig. 2. Workflow of S-Blocks.

Fig. 1 shows the critical components of S-blocks. In the
design of S-Blocks, a virtual security function is divided
into several critical modules including Preprocessor, Detector,
Actor, Encrypt/Decrypt, Attestation, State synchronization, Elements manager, and others communication processing modules, such as Packet transform, FromDevice, ToDevice, DPDK,
Socket, etc.. Every module can contain one or more elements.
When a virtual security function receives network packets,
the Preprocessor module performs some basic packets processing operations, such as assembling and so on. Then Detector module sends data packets to different action elements
in the Actor module based on the packets processing results
and the security policy rules. The Encrypt/Decrypt and Attestation module are mainly responsible for encrypt/decrypt
packets, seal/unseal policy file and build a secure communication channel. The State synchronization module is designed
for fine-grained state consistency. In addition, we add the
Elements manager module in order to connect the related
elements and modules.
In order to provide security protection for the critical
code, policies and internal states of the virtual security function, we put critical modules into SGX enclaves. Therefore,
we carefully divide a virtual security function into two
parts: trusted part and untrusted part. The trusted part
is run in the SGX enclave and the untrusted part is run
outside the enclave. Since, the protected memory size of
SGX is restricted to 128M (the available maximum memory
is less than 90 MB), the trusted modules or elements put in
enclaves should be minimal. In S-Blocks, the trusted part is
composed of seven critical modules related with sensitive
packets, state and policy processing: Preprocessor, Detector,
Actor, Encrypt/Decrypt, Attestation, State synchronization, and
Elements manager. These modules will be elaborated in the
following section.
Considering that the trusted base should be as small as
possible, we place security insensitive modules (i.e. Socket,
and DPDK ) out of the SGX enclave. The untrusted components include the FromDevice module, the ToDevice module,
the Packet transform module, etc.. FromDevice module reads
packets from network device using Intel’s DPDK. Each encrypted packet arriving from the network is first copied into
the enclave by Packet transform module, where its signature
is checked and its content is decrypted. It is then processed
by middlebox functions, accepted or discarded, and finally
encrypted and copied outside the enclave and passed to the
network. Todevice element sends packets to network device
using Intel’s DPDK.

4

D ESIGN

S-Blocks presents an isolated and trusted box for VSFs. The
critical elements of virtual security functions are put into
the SGX enclave, which is an isolated environment like the
propriety hardware device. Furthermore, we propose a state
consistency scheme and secure state migration approach
to achieve trusted state protection during multiple virtual
security instance scaling. Last but not least, we present
our policy protection approach. The details about S-blocks
design are described as follows.
4.1

Isolated and Trusted Box

Aiming to provide an isolated box similar to a hardware
device for a virtual security function using SGX, we put the
critical modules that are related to sensitive data into enclaves. In S-Blocks, we design and put the code of Preprocessor module, Detector module, Actor module, Encrypt/Decrypt
module, Attestation module, State synchronization module
and Elements manager module into enclaves.
There are two solutions to achieve code protection of
virtual security functions. The first one is that we put
each module in a separate enclave. The system performs
local authentication between enclaves and then enclaves call
each other to enable packet processing between different
modules. Although this scheme can achieve better isolation
and flexibility, it incurs huge performance overhead due to
authentication and packet transmission between enclaves.
Even when only the header of packets are checked when
packets are passed between elementsthe performance of SBlocks overhead is non-trivial. The second solution is to put
the important and sensitive modules in an enclave. This
solution reduces the overhead when packets are received by
and sent from enclaves. Considering performance, we follow the second option. The critical modules and workflow
of S-Blocks are shown in Fig. 2.
Trusted components: Trusted code in the SGX enclave
performs core functionality on sensitive data, policies, and
states. As a result, the trusted code contains several components, which implements the following functions:
(1) Preprocessor module: The Preprocessor module contains many different elements that perform various packet
processing operations depending on its functionality. For
example, one Preprocessor elements can check the length
of the packet or classifier the packets by contents.
(2) Detector module: This module receives the output of
the Preprocessor module. It is responsible for forwarding
packets according to the security policies and the labels
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of the packets. For example, firewall function uses firewall
rule-set, a set of security policy, to filter network traffic.
(3) Actor module: The Action module contains a number
of elements that conduct different defense actions on packets, such as discarding, rate limiting, quarantining, alerting,
logging, outputting and so on.
(4) Encrypt/Decrypt module: This module mainly provides secure cryptography operations for S-Blocks. The
critical functions of this module include keys generation,
keys storage, encrypt/decrypt operations and seal/unseal
operations.
(5) Attestation module: This module is responsible for
building secure communication between virtual instances
or user and virtual functions based on the remote attestation
function provided by SGX.
(6) State synchronization module: This module provides a
fine-grained state consistency and migration, which will be
described in detail in Section 4.2.
(7) Elements manager module: Elements manager module
is responsible for initializing and managing the elements in
the aforementioned modules. In addition, it passes packets to other modules in the enclave. When initialized, the
Elements manager module converts the network function
configuration issued by the SFV controller into a directed
graph and corresponding policies. The all the other modules
are connected according to the directed graph.
After initialization, the Elements manager module starts to
manage the other modules. The Elements manager has three
major tasks. First, it receives packets from Packet transform
module and sends packets to the Packet processor module.
After finishing processing of packets in enclave, Elements
manager module sends the results to the Packet transform
module. Second, it collects the states of each module in the
enclave when it needs to copy an instance or copy a packet
processing state. Third, it restores the state of each module
and communicates with the State synchronization module
and the Attestation module when a new VSF instance is
launched.
For S-Blocks, we define generic APIs to assist developers
developing security functions with enclaves. Developers
provide a configuration file written in Click configuration
language, which can define which modules should be put
in the enclave and the connections between different modules, for a new security function. Then, the int CreateSF
(file *) API can create the security function according to
the configuration file and returns the id of this security
function. Meanwhile, the code of the related elements in the
configuration file is put into the enclave. Finally, this enclave
code is recompiled to generate a new element. The new
element implements the original functionality of the security
function. When a security function needs to be updated,
the int UpdateSF (file *, int SFid) API can be used to update
the security function according to a new configuration file,
which contains the new modules that should be run in
enclave. In addition, int DestorySF (int SFid) API can be
used to directly destroy a security function based on its
ID. If S-Blocks defines the system call in common use with
the Ocall function previously, we can avoid hand-tuning to
ensure all modules indeed fit in an enclave to some extend.
However, if the module contains the system call, which was
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not defined previously, we need to hand tune the code to
ensure all modules could run in an enclave.
In order to facilitate developers to better handle policy
file and data packets, we design four APIs for the encryption
and decryption module. When the policy file needs to be
stored on the hard disk, the void Seal (file *) function will
encrypt the policy file and write it to the disk. The void Seal
(file *) function seals the policy file to the current enclave
using the current version of the enclave measurement(i.e.
MRENCLAVE). Only an enclave with the same MRENCLAVE measurement will be able to unseal the data that
was sealed in this manner, which prevents attackers from
illegally unsealing policy file.
When S-Blocks starts up, the void Unseal (file *) function
reads the file from the disk, then decrypts the policy file. In
addition, the void EncryptPacket (packet *, int EncryptLength)
and void DecryptPacket (packet *, int DecryptLength) functions
are used to process encrypted network traffic. Since packets
may be processed by multiple network functions, it is not
necessary to seal packets. Therefore we only provide the
encrypt/decrypt APIs for secure processing of packets. The
functional description of the above APIs is shown in Table
1.
S-Blocks workflow: When the system starts, a directed
graph is generated by parsing the configuration file. Then
FromDevice element reads encrypted packets from network
device using Intel’s DPDK and sends them to the Packet
transform module. The ECalls of Packet transform module
indirectly bootstrap S-Blocks enclave and copy the traffic
into the enclave, where the signature of packets is checked
and the content of packets is decrypted. Traffic is then
processed by detector and actor modules. After finishing
the processing, Elements manager module sends the results
to the Packet transform module. Finally, the Packet transform
element sends packets to ToDevice element. ToDevice element
sends packets to network device using Intel’s DPDK.
Although we have presented a design and recommended that some trusted modules should be protected
by the enclave in S-Blocks, developers can determine which
modules should run in the enclave according to their security requirements, and define them by a configuration file.
Then, those modules can be loaded and run in the enclave
by calling the API int CreateSF (file *) shown in Table 1. In
addition, S-Blocks decomposes VSFs into several separately
deployable and smaller elements. Different elements can
be reused to reduce code redundancy, which can further
reduce the size of enclave usage. When enclaves are larger
than the total memory available to the Enclave Page Cache
(EPC), EPC paging [76] can evict the rarely used memory
pages to DRAM pages outside the PRM (Processor Reserved
Memory) range with the encrypted mode. Since such a
process may introduce some overhead, developers should
carefully consider the minimum modules that need to be
protected in enclaves.
4.2

Trusted State

When processing capability of a VSF instance reaches bottlenecks or some data flows need to be processed separately,
we need to create a new VSF instance and migrate the state
of the original VSF instance to the new instance. In this way,
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TABLE 1
APIs for Security Function Development

API

Functionality

int CreateSF (file *)

Create a security function based on a configure file, return the id of security function.

int UpdateSF (file *, int SFid)

Update the configure file of a security function according to the SFid.

int DestroySF (int SFid)

Destroy a security function according the security function id.

void EncryptPacket (packet *, int EncryptLength)

Encrypt packets.

void DecryptPacket (packet *, int DecryptLength)

Decrypt packets.

void Seal (file *)

Seal a policy file.

void Unseal (file *)

Unseal a policy file.

the dynamic scaling can be achieved. SFV has the ability to
instantiate multiple instances executing on different virtual
machines and dynamically scale by destroying or creating
instances. Each instance takes a part of traffic and maintains
its own detection states. If the traffic is delivered to an instance that lacks the required detection states, the VSFs may
miss some attacks. For example, a scanning detector usually
maintains a counter to count how many flows are generated
by each host. If a flow is delivered to an instance that does
not maintain its counter, this flow may be overlooked.
When an security function is scaled out, the SFV controller not only needs to reroute traffic to the new instance,
but also needs to transmit the state information needed
by the new VSFs. Currently, state sharing approach has
been proposed that enables state sharing among instances
by maintaining global detection states in the shared data
storage, such as RAMCloud [53], FaRM [19], and Algologic [46]. This approach does not need to migrate state
among virtual instances. However, this approach needs
additional tools to extract the states of VSFs and introduces
a significant performance overhead [42]. In StatelessNF [36],
it is shown that the remote-only state share approach can
lead to a 2-3x times of degradation in throughput and a 100fold increase in packet latency. StatelessNF uses distributed
shared object (DSO) to access states of an instance. However,
it needs to obtain the states of the instance by Remote
Procedure Call (RPC). This also introduces high cost when
many states need to be shared. Hence, S-Blocks leverages
state migration [13], [43] approach to share states between
instances.
In many scenarios, virtual machine migration schemes
are adopted. However, such schemes only perform coarsegrained state migration. State consistency issue is not crucial to these schemes. Another thread of works, such as
Split/Merge [56] and OpenNF [26], aims to implement state
consistency during instance migration. Those schemes stop
sending traffic to the instance and cache them in an NFV
controller when instances are cloned. Until all states are successfully migrated to new instances, the cached traffic will
then be sent to the new instances. These methods introduce
high latency and memory usage to to NFV controller.
In S-Blocks, we propose a fine-grained state consistency
approach, which ensures loss-free and order-preserving
during virtual security functions scaling. Loss-free means
that all packets should be processed without any packet loss.
Order-preserving indicates that packets should be processed
according to the original order when they are forwarded

Fig. 3. Timing Diagram of State Synchronization.

to new VSF instances. Satisfying these two critical points
can achieve strong consistency of state. Our method executes a classifier and caches the packets in the migrated
instance. The classifier is used to fulfill fine-grained flow
differentiation. In addition, we propose a states serialization
algorithm to copy group states and flow states of elements.
Furthermore, we present the loss-free and order-preserving
mechanism to avoid missing migrated states and guarantee
correctness of migrated states. Moreover, we design and
implement secure state migration based on SGX attestation.
As is shown in Fig.3, an SFV controller is used to manage, schedule the VSFs, such as VSFs creation and migration,
and reroute flows between VSFs. The VSFs are connected
with SDN switches. When a new instance B needs to be
created, the state of the existing instance A will be migrated
to the new instance B. The SFV controller copies the configuration of the instance A to the instance B. According to
the configuration, the instance B completes its launching.
Then the instance B waits to synchronize with the instance
A, caching the packets forwarded by the switch. Then the
controller updates the flow tables, and the switch forwards
part of the data flows to the instance B. The controller
sends the command of copying instance to the instance
A. The command contains the characteristics of the traffic,
and the information of instance B. Then characteristics of
the traffic will be sent to instance B. Instance A runs a
classifier and caches the packets that should have been sent
to the instance B. The data packets are actually sent to the
instance A, because the flow table has not taken effect due
to the time delay. Then, the instance A and the instance
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Fig. 4. Packets Processing with Flow Classifier.

B perform remote authentication and exchange keys. The
instance A sends the encrypted internal states of the traffic,
which needs to be synchronized to the instance B. After
the instance B has synchronized all the states, the instance
A sends buffered packets to the instance B. The instance
B firstly processes the packets from the instance A, and
then processes the packets from switch. In the end, the new
instance B can process the migrated data flows.
Flow classifier: To distinguish flows from all traffic of
a security function instance, we design the <SrcIP, SrcPort, DstIP, DstPort, Protocol> five-tuple and the AggregateIpFlows element depicted in Fig. 4. The AggregateIpFlows
element calculates the flowIDs based on the five-tuple for
the distinguished flows in the order of those flows being
received. We also design two hash tables for the AggregateIpFlows element to store TCP and UDP flows. The
critical of the hash table is the pair of IP Addresses including
SrcIP and DstIP, and the value of the hash table is the
flows corresponding to the host IP pair. We use FlowInfo,
which includes the FlowID, Port, and a pointer to the next
record, to describe the flows. After data flow differentiation
is finished, data flow is processed by Preprocessor module, Detector module, and Actor module. Each element can
recognize different data flow and realize fine-grain state
processing. Below are the three categories of states which
an element needs to handle.
•

•

•

ElementStates: states related to elements themselves
but not related to traffic, such as the states corresponding elements configuration.
GroupStates: a set of states corresponding to multiple
flows. For example, when packets that belong to
multiple flows are processed, GroupStates will be
updated or read.
FlowStates: the private states that only belong to each
flow. Only when packets belonging to this flow are
processed, will FlowStates be updated or read.

In order to support copying only partial flow states,
we design an element-states serialization interface that can
serialize the states of an element itself. This interface will
be called by the Elements manager module when the state is
migrated or synchronized. At the same time, we design deserialization interface for state recovery, which will restore
the states of each element.
The pseudo-code of element states serialization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The state serialization algorithm has three input parameters. The first parameter represents whether to serialize all states. The second parameter
identifies a set of flowID that needs to be serialized. The
last parameter shows the state structure after serialization.
The state serialization algorithm returns whether the serialization is successful. In the scenario of fine-grained state
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serialization, an element firstly looks for groupID set corresponding to the flowID set (line 7-8). Secondly, the element
serializes group states corresponding to the groupID set and
the flow states corresponding to the flowID set (line 10-11).
Finally, the elements serialize the element states and add
meta information, such as the size of states, the hash value
of states, etc. (line 15-16).
Algorithm 1 States Serialization
Input:
1: all: whether serializing all states;
2: flowIDs: unique ID for each flow that needs to be
transformed;
3: state: serialized state structure;
Output: whether the serialization operation is successful
4: if state == null then return false
5: end if
6: if all == false & flowIDs!=null then
7:
for flowID in flowIDs do
8:
groupIDs.add(find(flowID))
9:
end for
10:
serialiseGroupStates(groupIDs,state)
11:
serialiseFlowStates(flowIDs,state)
12: else
13:
serialiseAllFlowStates(state)
14: end if
15: serialiseElementStates(state)
16: fillMetaInfo(state)
Then we design four APIs, which are shown in Table 2,
for the state processing. The void getflowIDinfo(vector<int>
flowIDs) API is responsible for identifying and providing all
flow states that match the flowIDs, such as the number of
packets, characteristics of packets from a single endpoint,
etc. The void delflowIDinfo(vector<int> flowIDs) API is used
to delete the obsolete flows, which do not appear for a long
time, corresponding to the flowIDs. The function of void
chflowIDinfo(vector<int> flowIDs) is to change the flow state
that matches the flowIDs. In the end, void migrate(srcInst,
dstInst, state and flowIDs) API is designed to migrate the
states of the source instance to the destination instance.
Our approach also guarantees loss-free and orderpreserving when achieving fine-grained state consistency.
Loss-free: In order to achieve loss-free, it’s necessary
to get fine-grained states based on traffic. In S-Blocks, we
distinguish traffic with the <SrcIP, SrcPort, DstIP, DstPort,
protocol> five-tuple, and attach a flowID to each packet
to realize the data flow classification. Then, we implement
state storage for each element at data flow granularity
and provide the migration module with a serialization and
deserialization interface. However, we notice that not all
elements need to distinguish the fine-grained internal state.
For example, CheckLength element processes each packet
independently, thus does not need to determine the granularity of the traffic. Since complex elements based on
entropy detection need different data streams to calculate
entropy values, we cannot implement a uniform serialization method. Therefore, the process of the state serialization
and deserialization can only be defined within the element.
In addition, the new instance needs to process the new
traffic belonging to the new instance that was not processed
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TABLE 2
APIs for Trusted State Management
API

Functionality

void getflowIDinfo(vector<int> flowIDs)

get the information according to flowIDs

void delflowIDinfo(vector<int> flowIDs)

make the information of flowIDs invalid

void chflowIDinfo(vector<int> flowIDs)

change the information according to flowIDs

void migrate(srcInst, dstInst, state, flowIDs)

migrate states (i.e. srcInst, dstInst, state and flowIDs) between two instances

during the state migration. Our migration scheme uses
the traffic classifier to classify and cache the data packets
belonging to the new instance, and the cached packets will
be handled by new instances when the state synchronization
and remote authentication has been finished. The traffic
classifier can distinguish the data packets that should be
sent to the new instance by determining the characteristic
information such as the IP address of the data packet. The
distinguished packets are then sent to the new instance,
which will process the packets after the state is synchronized.
Order-preserving: The new virtual security instance implements order-processing by first processing the cached
data packets from the original instance and then processing
the data packets of the new instance itself. The new instance
will also run the traffic classifier to distinguish the packet
from the switch and the original instance. The original
instance sends the data packets to the new instance through
socket communication, hence they can be distinguished
by the classifier of the new instance. After differentiation,
the packets forwarded by the switch are buffered. Then
the packets sent from the original instance are processed.
Until the packets sent from the original instance have been
processed, the packets forwarded by the switch will be read
from the buffer and processed.
Secure state migration: During virtual security functions scaling, the states of virtual security function should
be securely migrated from original instance to destination
instance. Previous work migrates the state mainly based on
the shared buffer and plain channel that may lead the states
to be tampered with and leaked by malicious programs.
Therefore, we present a secure state migration mechanism
using SGX attestation in S-Blocks.
Our secure state migration mechanism is depicted in
Fig. 5. Before the migration, we should find flows states
to be migrated according to Flow Classifier. The states are
then serialized for implementing the state synchronization
with order-preserving. Then the migration module in the
untrusted part performs the migration operation. It communicates with the state encryption module in the enclave,
which is responsible for obtaining states of the virtual function. The state protected by the enclave will be encrypted as
a disk file outside of the enclave and sent to the destination
VSF through a secure channel.
The remote attestation function [33] provided by SGX
is used in our architecture to build a secure channel. Both
source VSF and destination VSF leverage Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol to negotiate a shared symmetric
key. During the negotiation process, they use the Quote
enclave to get the singed measurement value, which contains enclave information and platform information. They

Fig. 5. State Migration.

communicate with IAS to verify the quote and obtains
authentication results. When the validation is passed, both
instances obtain two elliptic curve public keys of ga and gb.
The symmetric critical can be calculated through the EllipticCurve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) protocol.
After the secure channel is created, the original instance
can synchronize the states to the new instance. The SGX
decryption library is used to decrypt the states, after which
the states will be recovered. Through the secure state migration, the states are securely protected during state migration.
We also transmit the migrated packets by the cipher-text
through the secure channel and design a migration API for
transferring both state and traffic for a set of flowIDs from
one instance to another instance (as shown in Table 2).
4.3

Trusted Policy

The trust of policy is crucial to virtual security functions
because the rules of policy include lots of sensitive information about a network. Once those sensitive rules have
been tampered with or leaked by adversaries, the network
security is endangered. However, it is still a challenge to
ensure the trust of virtual security function policy while
using SGX. Take Snort as an example, its policy processing
is almost related to all processing procedures and involves
a large number of modules and plugins. If we want to
provide complete protection for the policy processing, we
need to put almost all modules of Snort into enclaves. That is
impractical because it will bring huge expenses since some
modules and plugins cannot be put into enclaves due to
involving a lot of system calls.
S-Blocks architecture is different from Snort. The architecture makes the complete protection of policy possible.
S-Blocks abstracts each function into a separate component
(i.e. element), which carries out a single and non-conflicting
traffic processing. Therefore, it’s easy to extract the modules
that are independent with policy processing and only put
those modules in enclaves for better protection.
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In S-Blocks, the rules of a policy are implemented by
assembling multiple package processing elements. For example, a rule is defined as:
drop tcp any any → any 3306 (msg: "rule
detection"; falg:S; content: "|03|"; offset:
4; dsize: <300;)
This rule indicates that the system discards TCP syn
packets coming from any port and destination port 3306,
and the packets payload includes specific content ”|03|”
after the first 4 bytes of the payload while the packet payload size is less than 300. In addition, the system prints the
message ”rule detection” when detecting packets according
to the rule. In order to implement this rule in S-Blocks,
we use Classifier element to classify IP packets with special
content. Then IPClassifier element classifies syn packets with
destination port 3306 and CheckLength Element checks the
length of packets. After packets conforming to this rule
are distinguished, Print element will print the message
and Discard element will discard the packets. Meanwhile,
elements relating to the policy such as Classifier, IPClassifier,
Discard, and CheckLength are put into the enclave so as to
provide protection for the policy processing.
In S-Blocks, we use a configuration file to describe how
the elements are configured and connected in detail. An
element implements a simple packet processing function
which depends on the element configuration. For example,
Classifier element classifies different types of packets according to the element configuration. Users can connect various
elements to achieve various and complex rule processing. If
users want to support new types of rules, they can create
new elements to support complex rules. Based on the rules,
the elements are connected and executed to realize packets
detection. In order to realize complete protection for the
policy processing, we also design some specific modules or
elements which are as shown in Fig. 6.
1 Seal/Unseal policy: The policy file stored in plain
in disks needs to be protected carefully. We design two
APIs, void Seal(file *) (i.e. PolicyFile) and void Unseal(file *)
(i.e. PolicyFile) based on SGX for policy file protection of
VSFs. The keys used in two APIs are generated based on
platform information so that keys cannot be retrieved and
policy file can only be decrypted on the same platform.
When the policy file needs to be stored on the hard disk,
the Seal function will encrypt the policy file and write it to
the disk. When S-Blocks starts up, the Unseal function reads
the file from the disk, then decrypts the policy file.
2 Policy processor: Policy Processor module parses the
policy and generates the elements which are responsible
for processing policy. The lexical analyzer in PolicyParse
element converts the decrypted policy file into four array
structures: (1) an array of elements, (2) an array of element
configuration, (3) an array of reading handlers and (4) an
array of element connections. These elements are connected
to each other according to the array of element connections.
The relation of element connection defines the process of
rules. The elements will be configured according to the
array of elements and the array of element configuration,
and then generate a router. After that, elements query flowbased router context and place themselves in the task queue.
PolicyChange element is responsible for changing the policy.
Then users can dynamically reconfigure some elements with
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Fig. 6. Trusted Policy.

handlers according to the new policy as the router is executing and the PolicyParse will regenerate the new elements
which support the new policy.
3 Policy detector and Policy actor: Policy detector module implements various elements to detect the traffic based
on the policy rules, such as UDPFlood element, TCPFlood
element. UDPFlood element and TCPFlood element filter
malicious TCP/UDP traffic based on policy rules. Policy
actor module performs corresponding actions on data packets based on the rules of security policy, such as Discard
element, Log element, Alert element.
In S-Blocks, the policy file and the elements related to
policy processing are put into the enclave of SGX. Hence,
it can provide security protection in whole life cycle of
policy. Thus it prevents the policy from being tampered
with and leaked by malicious cloud administrator, tenants
or programs.
If a security function is moved from an old Intel SGX
system to a new Intel SGX system (i.e. this happens during
platform upgrade) or from one processor to another (i.e. this
happens in CPU replacement in a system or load balancing
in a cloud environment). The enclave will not be able to
unseal the policy in the new platform. There are two ways to
migrate the policy file. One is based on SGX migration [28]
where the original instance and the new instance establish
a secure channel based on SGX remote attestation. Then the
old instance unseals the policy file, encrypts the policy file
with a negotiated session key and sends the policy to a new
instance. After receiving the policy file, the new instance
decrypts policy file using the session key, then the new
instance seals the policy in order to implement the security
policy protection of VSFs. The other approach is to use an
SFV controller to deliver the policy file of the old instance
to the new instance. The policy file is transferred to the new
instance over the TLS channel from the SFV controller and
then the policy file will be sealed and loaded into the enclave
of the new VSF for protection.

5

I MPLEMENTATION

We prototype S-Blocks leveraging Fast-Click [3], [24] based
on SGX SDK v2.13, and instantiate it for three uses cases.
FastClick is an extension of the Click modular router [37],
which is a most commonly used software architecture
for building modular and extensible network function.
FastClick features an improved Netmap support and a new
DPDK [18] support and provides fast user-space packet I/O
and easy configuration via automatic handling of multithreading and multiple hardware queues. However, FastClick currently does not support any security functions.
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5.1

Case Studies

We design and implement three types of virtual security
functions on S-Blocks architecture, including virtual DDoS
detection and defense, firewall and IDS. We implement
several new elements for virtual security functions. We use
Element manager to provide management functions such as
policy analysis, configuration, initialization and operational
state management. We also modify some basic FastClick
elements such as Discard, ToDevice, Packet, Element and so
on. At last, we put the critical elements related to security
functions to the enclave.
•

•

•

DDoS Detection and Defense: As is shown in Fig.
7, we implement UDP Flood, SYN Flood, ICMP Flood,
Packet Switch elements as DDoS detection and defense module. The UDP Flood, SYN Flood, ICMP Flood
elements receive a packet and output a tagged packet
to Packet Switch element. The Packet Switch element
sends the packet to different action elements such as
ToDevice, Discard, Delay according to the tag and rule
tables.
Firewall: We develop a stateful firewall that consists
of the rule table, state table, match engine, and manager
modules. Each module is realized via one or multiple
elements. The rule table is the basic storage of firewall
rules, and the state table maintains corresponding
states of each firewall rule. When the packet comes
in it is handled by the match engine, which first
matches the packet against state table. If the packet
is not matched with any states, the match engine
matches the packet against the rule table to determine
the actions for this packet. The manager handles the
control commands from the user, such as inserting,
removing, and updating the firewall rules.
IDS: We implement four differnt protocol analyzer
elements: (1)httpanalyzer, (2)sshanalyzer, (3)ftpanalyzer
and (4)dnsanalyzer) and six different detection logic
programs (DNS Tunneling Detector, Cookie Hijacking
Detector, Trojan Detector, Scanner Detector, Flow Monitor, and HTTP Monitor) for the IDS. When a packet is
sent to the IDS, the packet is first classified based on
its header information. Packets belonging to different
application protocols are sent to different protocol
analyzers for analysis. The protocol analyzers then
generate events according to the analysis results.
Those events are passed to various detection logic
programs according to the configuration of the IDS.
The detection logic programs are responsible for
detecting any threats and reporting the threats. By
connecting the IDS to the action elements, such as
Discard, Delay, and ToDevice elements, IDS can block
or redirect the traffic.

In State synchronization module, we implement the interface of states serialization and deserialization to support
copying the partial state. When the state is migrated or synchronized, the state information is serialized. After remote
authentication between the two VSFs, the state is transmitted through socket communication. At the same time,
we achieve the recovery state through the deserialization
interface which will restore the state of each element. On
the other hand, we offer four state-related APIs to get, delete
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or change the states information according to flowIDs and
migrate states between two instances.
5.2

Performance Optimization

S-Blocks builds on hardware-assisted memory protection
based on Intel SGX to provide strong confidentiality and
integrity guarantees. However, the architecture of SGX suffers from two major limitations which incur performance
overhead in VSFs.
•

•

For strong security, SGX allows neither system calls
within enclaves nor instructions that could lead to
a VMEXIT. Enclave transitions are expensive, introducing a high runtime overhead due to the cost of
saving/restoring the state of the secure environment.
Each enclave transition imposes a cost of 8,400 CPU
cycles [2].
The Enclave Page Cache (EPC) is restricted to 128MB.
To overcome this limitation, SGX supports a secure
paging mechanism to an unprotected memory region. However, the paging mechanism incurs some
overheads depending on the memory access pattern [1].

In order to achieve high performance despite the inherent limitations of the SGX architecture, we have implemented the following performance optimization in S-Blocks:
Reduced system call. As one of the goals of the SBlocks is high performance, we minimize the number of
system calls. We find that many VSFs simply do not make
system calls or execute instructions that require VMEXIT.
In S-Blocks , the sum of ECalls and Ocalls is about ten.
However, we need system call to get time when we need
to judge where S-Blocks suffers a DDoS attack according
to the rate of receiving packets. In the previous work,
researchers have thus sought a few alternatives for inenclave timing. The most common one uses OS time service
with system call by using enclave exit or shared memory.
However, they all emphasize that it is still an open problem
to provide trusted and high-resolution for SGX applications.
For example, SafeBricks [55] relies on the host I/O to get
timestamps but it does not guarantee the timestamp is correct. Taking overhead into consideration, S-Blocks leverages
the FromDevice element to capture the timestamp from the
per incoming packet batch. The following elements can
directly obtain the timestamp of the packet. In addition,
I/O for maintaining logs requires Ocall operations which
cause system overhead. Therefore, we have optimized the
code to reduce some unimportant logs information for better
performance.
Batch operation. Every packet receiving or sending operation will result in an invocation of the I/O interface and
an enclave transition, hence we exclude the packet capture
library from the TCB. Using batch processing can reduce
the number of enclave transition and improve system performance. In practical work, we add batch operation to the
security function to improve performance of S-Blocks.
DPDK. DPDK allows achieving line speed throughput
in software-based network function. The design of putting
DPDK code and state inside the enclave would bring high
performance and inflate the size of the TCB. Therefore, we
put DPDK out of the enclave.
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Fig. 7. A Virtual Security Function Case based on S-Blocks: DDoS Detection and Defense.

6

E VALUATION

S-Blocks uses SGX and Fast-Click to achieve trusted protection for VSFs. However, SGX will bring additional overhead
that affects system throughput, traffic processing time, and
hardware resources. In this section, we will perform a
detailed performance analysis of S-Blocks and present its
security analysis.
6.1

Experimental Set-up

We evaluate the performance of S-Blocks using the real
Skylake platform with an Intel E3-1280 v6 CPU with 4 cores
executing at 3.9GHz. The server has 16GB of memory and
runs Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS with Linux kernel version 4.15.
Besides, we use Mininet [48] and Floodlight [22] as network simulation and controller to build SFV experimental
environment. Mininet is a network simulation system. It
runs a series of hosts, switches, and links on a single Linux
kernel. It uses lightweight virtualization technology to build
a virtual network. Floodlight is based on Java and it can
modify the behavior of network device with a well-defined
instruction sets.
We evaluated S-Blocks using three types of security functions for the case-studies: (1) DDoS detection and defense;
(2) firewall; and (3) IDS. For the performance measurements,
we consider several cases of S-Blocks :
•
•

Baseline: the system executing VSF based on FastClick without SGX protection.
S-Blocks: the system executing VSF based on FastClick with SGX protection.

In addition, we also make a performance comparison between three types of security functions based on S-Blocks
to complex, full-featured applications such as Dshield, IPtables, Snort.
6.2

Performance of System

For monitoring the systems elasticity, we deployed a client
generating traffic in varied sizes and rates to S-Blocks.
Then the traffic was passed to and processed by the virtual
DDoS detection and defense, Firewall, and IDS. In the DDoS
scenario, we use Scapy [58] and TFN [66] to generate normal
traffics and attack traffics. Attack traffic contains UDP flood
traffic, SYN flood traffic, ICMP flood traffic and so on. TFN
is a set of computer programs to conduct various DDoS
attacks such as ICMP flood, SYN flood, UDP flood, and
Smurf attack. It can be used to control any number of remote

machines to generate random anonymous denial of service
attacks and remote access. In Firewall and IDS scenario, we
use Scapy [58] to generate traffic in various sizes and rates to
the system. Scapy is a powerful interactive packet handler
based on python. It can forge or decode mostly protocols
packets, send them online, capture them, match requests
and replies, etc..
6.2.1 Throughput
Throughput is the most important performance criteria for
evaluating our approach. We evaluate the throughput of our
approach through traces of different packet sizes, from 64
Bytes to 1500 Bytes, in two different modes: a Baseline mode
and a S-Blocks mode, where the Baseline mode means we
run the virtual functions developed in Click without SGX
protection. We then compare the throughput of those two
different modes for three different virtual security functions,
including a DDoS detection and defense function, a firewall function, and an IDS function. We also compare those
two modes with three state-of-the-art open-source security
applications. Fig. 8 (a), Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 8 (c) show our
throughput comparison results.
It is clear that increasing packet sizes reduces the
throughput of all three virtual security functions in both
Baseline mode and S-Blocks mode. The throughput in the
Baseline mode for three virtual security functions is a
little bit lower than the S-Blocks mode, since in the SBlocks mode, running virtual functions in SGX enclaves
increases memory and CPU consumption. We additionally
compare the throughout overhead of our approach with
three state-of-the-art security applications. Fig. 8 (a) shows
a throughout comparison between our DDoS detection and
defense function implementation based on S-Blocks and an
open-source DDoS detection tool, Dshield. The result shows
that the throughput of Dshield is 1.03x than our solution.
Fig. 8 (b) shows a throughout comparison of our firewall
implementation and IPtables. The result shows that the
throughput of IPtables is 1.04x than our solution. Fig. 8 (c)
shows a throughout comparison considering IDS. The result
depicts that the throughput of Snort is 1.05x than our IDS
implementation. In summary, the evaluation results show
that S-Blocks only impacts overall throughput of security
functions slightly due to SGX protection.
6.2.2 Latency
We also measure the latency of average packet processing
considering two different modes and three different types
of security functions by using Scapy to send both UDP and
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(a) The Throughput of DDoS Detection and
Defense
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(b) The Throughput of Firewall

(c) The Throughput of IDS

Fig. 8. The Throughput Measurement of Virtual Security Functions.

(a) The Latency of DDoS Detection and Defense

(b) The Latency of Firewall

(c) The Latency of IDS

Fig. 9. The Latency Measurement of Virtual Security Functions.

TCP traffic with different packet sizes in our experiments.
Our evaluation results are summarized in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 (a) presents the latency measurements for the
DDoS detection and defense function with various packet
sizes. In the Baseline mode, the average processing time is
about 1.125us. In the S-Blocks mode, the average processing
time is about 1.4us. On the whole, the DDoS detection
and defense system executing on top of SGX in the SBlocks mode gives 24% additional executing time delay
compared to the Baseline mode. Fig. 9 (b) and Fig. 9 (c)
show the latency measurements for the firewall and the IDS,
respectively, with various packets sizes.
In the Baseline mode, the average processing time of
the firewall is about 0.80us, and the average processing
time of the IDS is about 1.55us. In the S-Blocks mode, the
average processing time of the firewall is about 1.05us,
which gives 31% additional executing time delay compared
to the Baseline mode. The average processing time of the
IDS is about 1.92us, which gives 23.8% additional executing
time delay compared to the Baseline mode. we also show the
latency comparison between our solutions and the state-ofthe-art applications with various packets sizes, respectively.
The average processing time of the Dshield is about 1.2us,
which is 86% of S-Blocks, the average processing time of IPtables is 0.955us, which is 91% of S-Blocks, and the average
processing time of Snort is 1.75us, which is 91% of S-Blocks.
6.2.3

State Synchronization

We then evaluate the overhead of state synchronization in
S-Blocks. The measurement results are presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. State Synchronization Latency.

The average time of state synchronization in 15-time
tests is 326ms. This time is primarily dictated by the time
required for the S-Blocks to serialize and deserialize states.
The results show that these data consumption is within
the acceptable range of the system and do not result in
significant overhead in the system.
6.2.4

CPU consumption

Finally, we compare the CPU consumption with respect
to two different modes and three state-of-the-art security
functions by sending traffic with various packet sizes, which
are generated by Scapy in the maximum rate.
As is shown in Fig 11, in the Baseline mode, the average
CPU usages of the DDoS detection and defense function,
the firewall, and the IDS are about 5.9%, 6.2%, and 7.2%,
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respectively. In the SGX mode, the average CPU usages of
the DDoS detection and defense function, the firewall, and
the IDS are about 6.4%, 7%, and 7.6%, respectively. The
results show that the CPU usages in two different modes
for three security functions are increased slightly.
In addition, the average CPU usages of Dshield is 6.06%
shown in Fig. 11 (a), which is 95% of the CPU usage of
the DDoS detection and defense function based on S-Blocks.
Fig. 11 (b) presents that the average CPU usages of IPtables
is 5.8%, which is 83% of the average CPU usage of firewall
based on S-Blocks. Fig. 11 (c) depicts that the average CPU
usages of Snort is 7.2%, which is 95% of the average CPU
usage of IDS based on S-Blocks.
6.3

Security Analysis

In this section, we conduct security analysis from two aspects: (1) security analysis of VSF and (2) security analysis
of state migration.
6.3.1 VSF Security
Our lightweight and trusted VSF architecture, S-Blocks, uses
Intel SGX to protect the code, state, and policy of VSFs. The
security architecture is mainly that packets out of VSFs are
encrypted so that attackers from the cloud can only intercept
encrypted traffic. Attackers cannot get the contents of the
packets and can only observe the size and time of packets. It
also protects the packets and policies of IDSes and data flow
status in such a way. The system is divided into trusted parts
and untrusted parts. The trusted part stores sensitive data,
sensitive states. DDoS attack processing detection includes
a data packet preprocessing module, an action processing
module, a rule matching module, and other sensitive modules. The operating system, drivers, BIOS, and VMM cannot
obtain the code and data in the enclave. Using SGX security
mechanisms, S-Blocks protects against security threats, such
as data and sensitive rules leakage, code tamper, targeting
VSFs in an untrusted cloud environment, to realize the
security of VSF internal states and policies. It also provides
the trusted part with the interface of the system call and
implements the packets transfer between the trusted and
untrusted parts.
6.3.2 State Migration Security
In the process of state migration [51], a critical issue is how
to establish a secure channel between two VSF instances
for secure state migration. In order to solve this problem,
S-Blocks uses the SGX remote attestation mechanism [33]
to achieve the integrity certification between two instances.
In the process of remote attestation, the developer’s server
and the SGX remote authentication server communicate
through a standard TLS network protocol. The SGX remote
attestation service provides necessary infrastructure to allow the server to determine whether the client is requesting
the service executing in a secure and trusted environment
(hardware + software) and establish an encrypted channel.
After successful attestation, the server sends the confidential
data to the client.

7

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we review previous works on security hardening of NFV and state migration of OpenNF and VMs.
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7.1

Security of NFV

ESTI NFV Security and Trust Guidance [9] propose to provide trusted protection based on Hardware Security Module
(HSM), Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [49], and virtual
Trusted Platform Module (vTPM) [6]. OpenNetVM [75]
runs network functions in Docker containers based on
the NetVM architecture. It provides isolation between NFs
based on container mechanisms, such as namespace and
capability. NetBricks [10] leverages a safe language (Rust)
and LLVM [39] to enable zero copy soft isolation. It provides memory isolation by using the type-safe language and
achieves high performance by adopting LLVM as an optimization back-end of compilers. However, those approaches
cannot provide the virtual network function with strong
security level protection since they lack strict memory encryption and isolation mechanisms [31], [47].
Recently, some research efforts have proposed to use Intel SGX to protect virtual network functions. SGX can isolate
an application with a hardware sandbox, called enclave,
using memory encryption and access control mechanism so
that OS, driver, BIOS, or virtual machine monitor (VMM)
cannot access the code and data in the enclave. S-NFV [62]
attempts to use SGX to protect Snort. However, it ignores
the policy protection and state trust, and is implemented
with an open-source simulator, OpenSGX [35], instead of
a real SGX platform. In addition, the authors simply put
the entire Snort into the SGX enclave, which could cause
a large performance overhead. LightBox [20] introduces
etap, a virtual network device, to access the fully protected
network packets so as to secure the traffic based on TSL,
which is put in the SGX enclave. However, this work uses
monolithic architecture, which has significant limitations to
protect the virtualized environments since users can not
customize VNFs and reuse existing modules to create new
network functions. Trusted Click [16] extends the Click
modular router to perform secure packet processing with
SGX, but it does not discuss the flow-based state protection because Click lacks the stateful traffic processing
functionality. ShieldBox [67] securely processes encrypted
traffic by using SCONE [1] and Click. It lacks the necessary state serialization routines. SafeBricks [55] builds upon
NetBricks [54] and leverages SGX and Rust language-based
enforcement to keep network function outsourcing secure.
However, this work only provides the isolation based on
processes and does not consider the state protection and migration. SGX-Box [30] proposes a high-level programming
language, called SB Lang for handling encrypted traffic in
SGX-protected middleboxes. This work provides a few of
API based on SB Lang and automatically convert SB Lang
code to C/C++ code. AirBox [7] proposes a platform for
fast, scalable and secure onloading of edge function with
SGX. SPX [8] presents a solution for edge-ready and end-toend secure protocol extensions, which allows edge functions
to operate on encrypted traffic while ensuring that security
semantics of secure protocols still hold. Nevertheless, they
do not consider state security of middleboxes.
Compared with above work, the goal of S-Blocks is to
design a new modular security architecture and implement
a platform so that users can leverage the platform and its
elements to easily create new security functions and enable
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(a) The CPU Usage of DDoS Detection and
Defense
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(b) The CPU Usage of Firewall

(c) The CPU Usage of IDS

Fig. 11. CPU Usage Measurement of Virtual Security Functions.

the SGX protection of those functions. S-Blocks focuses
on the modular design and run-time protection of virtual
security functions instead of general network functions. We
propose the modular architecture of virtual security functions while considering their code, state, policy protection
using SGX, and achieving lower performance overhead. We
also design several APIs for developers to produce new
security functions and put them into enclaves for protection. Furthermore, a fine-grained state synchronization and
migration approach is proposed for secure state sharing
among virtual instances. Finally, we provide an extensive
evaluation based on three typical security functions, including DDoS detection and defense, firewall, and IDS.
In Table 2, we have summarize the state of art of the SGXbased network function protection frameworks and shown
the difference between the previous works and S-Blocks. As
can be seen from the table, S-Blocks is the first practical work
that proposes the design architecture of Click-based security
functions while considering their code, state, policy protection using SGX, and achieving low performance overhead.
7.2

State Migration

The state sharing is crucial for virtual instance scaling. Currently, enabling state sharing among instances by maintaining global detection states in the shared data storage, such
as RAMCloud [53], FaRM [19], and Algo-logic [46], has been
proposed. Such an approach does not need to migrate states
among virtual instances. However, this approach needs additional tools to extract the states of VSFs and introduces an
additional performance overhead [42]. In StatelessNF [36],
its evaluation results show that the remote-only state share
approach can lead to a 2-3x degradation in throughput and a
100-fold increase in packet latency. Stateless uses distributed
shared object(DSO) to access states of an instance. However,
it needs to obtain the states of the instance by RPC, which
also causes high cost when many states need to be shared.
VM (Virtual Machine) cloning [4] allows full cloning
of NF (Network Function) instances. This will result in
additional resource consumption because some unwanted
states will also be migrated when cloning NF instances. In
addition, this approach cannot move and merge states from
multiple NF instances, so it cannot realize fast and elastic
scale-in.
Some research work [25], [44], [50], [71] has proposed
to mitigate and replicate internal NF states, allowing

us to maintain correct NF behaviors during NF scaling.
Split/Merge [56] proposes a state consistency approach by
suspending current traffic, caching them in a controller, and
sending the packets after migration. However, when the
current traffic is suspended, some data packets may have
arrived at the network. Split/Merge directly discards these
data packets, which loses some state information and cause
processing packets out of order. Furthermore, caching a
large amount of data stream in the controller requires a large
cache memory in the controller. OpenNF [26] proposes to
cache the data traffic to be synchronized in the controller
and then performs state synchronization operation. After
the state synchronization is completed, the buffered data
traffic is sent to the destination instance for processing.
The destination instance processes the cached data packets
firstly and then processes the subsequent new data packets to implement loss-free and order-preserving. However,
OpenNF has the same problem as Split/Merge: these methods cause high delay and require the controller to have
enough memory capacity.
Aiming at this issue, we propose the fine-grained state
consistency and secure migration approach. Compared to
the previous works, our approach proposes to cache data
traffic to be synchronized in an instance rather than a controller in order to reduce the overhead of the controller. Our
approach synchronizes different types of flow states through
fine-grained flow classification and state serialization. In
addition, our approach uses the remote attestation provided
by SGX to establish a trusted channel between two instances
for secure state migration.

8

D ISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss over limitations and future work
of S-Blocks.
8.1

Limitations

S-Blocks has some limitations that are mainly caused by
using SGX.
First, SGX needs ECall and OCall interfaces between
the enclave and the untrusted part incurring expensive
overhead. To mitigate such a limitation, at high level, SBlocks puts all elements together in one enclave instead of
multiple enclaves (as described in Section 4) so as to reduce
the performance overhead. If developers define the system
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TABLE 3
Properties of the Representative Frameworks for SGX-based NFV Security

Frameworks

Modular

Click Support

SafeBricks [55]
ShieldBox [67]
LightBox [20]
SGX-Box [30]
TrustedClick [16]
S-NFV [62]
S-Blocks

X
X
×
N/A
X
×
X

×
X
×
×
X
×
X

Isolation

State Protection

Policy Security

DPDK

N/A
N/A
X
×
X
X
X

N/A
N/A
N/A
×
×
×
X

X
X
×
×
×
×
X

X(Rust+SGX)
X(SGX)
X(SGX)
X(SGX)
X(SGX)
X(SGX)
X(SGX)

Overhead
Throughput Latency
low
low
low
low
low
high
low

N/A
high
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
low

* N/A: the feature is not considered or not explicitly elaborated in a work.

call in common use with the Ocall function previously, we
can avoid recompiling to ensure all modules indeed fit in
an enclave to some extend. However, if the module contains
the system call, which was not defined previously, we need
to hand tune the code to ensure all modules could run in
an enclave. In addition, a large number of system calls also
incur extra performance overhead. However, we found that
the process of VSFs almost does not make system calls or
execute instructions that lead to VMEXIT except the system
calla related to time, such as timestamp measurements using
rdtsc. In S-Blocks , we use FromDevice element to make
timestamp measurements. When the FromDevice element
gets an incoming packet, it captures the timestamp and
writes it to the annotation part of the packet. VSFs that
need timestamps for their functionalities just simply read
it from the elements, though these timestamps are not
guaranteed to be very precise. Intel SGX SDK provides a
trusted time, however it is coarse-grained, which can’t fulfill
the requirement of VFS. SGX needs to make changes to the
hardware to support a trusted, efficient, and precise time
source for SGX enclaves [61].
Secondly, the available memory of enclaves provided
by SGX is limited. Hence, we must control the size of
sensitive code and data. In our implementation, we use
an enclave to protect the trusted elements. However, when
the number and size of the programs are increased, more
pages are required to be swapped in and out. In order
to ensure security, the system should protect the integrity
and confidentiality of the pages, which results in some
system overheads. Fortunately, several solutions [76] have
been proposed recently to improve the performance of EPC
paging to an acceptable range.
Thirdly, provisioning VSF as a monolithic piece of software executing as a whole has significant limitations to
protect the virtual environments. Hence, S-Blocks only supports the modular security functions based on Click. Other
monolithic security applications such as Snort can not be
supported. Modifying a monolithic security application like
Snort to adapt to S-Blocks is a daunting and complicated
task, which changes the logic of the original application and
increases the possibility of errors. In the future, we may
try this task, but the cost is very high, probably more than
rewriting a modular security function based on S-Blocks.
Finally, S-Blocks does not address the defense mechanism to side-channel attacks on SGX. The side channel
attacks to SGX can be used to obtain the enclaves code
and data information, such as encryption keys and pri-

vacy data. There are various types of side channel attacks,
such as timing-based side channel attacks, cache-based side
channel attacks [59], TLB-based side channel attacks, Pagetable-based side channel attacks, attacks based on the CPU
internal structure [40] and mixed side channel attacks [70].
It is possible to defend those side channel attacks by hiding
the control flow and data flow. Recently, Recently, a number
of solutions have been proposed to solve and mitigate these
attacks [11], [15], [27], [63], [64], which are orthogonal to our
work.
8.2

Future Work

We have implemented three types of VSFs to verify S-Blocks
design and performance. In the future, we plan to develop
more security functions. Besides, we plan to increase the
flexibility of S-Blocks so that the developers and users can
more easily add and put other elements to the SGX platform. Furthermore, we should also consider the architecture
with multiple enclaves and dynamic configuration so as to
increase the flexibility of S-Blocks.
In addition, we plan to make S-Blocks support hot swapping in order to dynamically modify and delete elements in
the future.
Hot swapping is a method that can implement new elements and realize new configurations without stopping the
current system. One solution for supporting hot swapping
is launching a new enclave and put both new elements
and old elements into the enclave. Another solution is to
put each element in a separate enclave. However, some
issues should be considered for the above solutions. For
example, the frequency of enclave transition can introduce
additional performance overhead, and how to handle the
shared elements.

9

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed S-Blocks, a lightweight
and trusted VSF architecture based on SGX. Aiming to
achieve practical high performance, address the high cost
challenges, and employ the SGX to protect the largescale security applications, S-blocks leverages modular and
microservice-oriented architecture to achieve a trade-off between security and performance. Moreover, we have proposed trusted state synchronization and migration mechanisms to provide fine-grained state consistency and ensure loss-free and order-preserving migration for security
function scaling. Furthermore, we have presented a trusted
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policy mechanism in S-Blocks to protect security policies in
VSFs. We have implemented a DDoS detection and defense
function, a firewall function, and an IDS function based on
our architecture as use cases. We have also evaluated SBlocks and our evaluation results showed that S-Blocks only
introduces very low performance overhead when securing
VSFs.
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